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. Brand New. The extraordinary story of the little South African
boy whose bravery and fierce determination to make a
difference despite being born with AIDS has made him the
human symbol of the world s fight against the disease, told by
the veteran American journalist whose life he changed.Five
million more people contracted HIV last year alone. We ve all
seen the statistics, and they numb us; on some level our minds
shut down to a catastrophe of this scope. As with other such
immense human tragedies in the past, it can take the story of
one special child s life to make us open our minds and our
hearts.While the majority of all AIDS cases occur in Africa, a
South African boy named Nkosi Johnson did not become an
icon of the struggle for life, in Nelson Mandela s words, because
he was representative but because he was so very remarkable.
Everyone who met Nkosi Johnson was struck by his blinding
life force, his powerful intelligence and drive, his determination
to make something of his short life. By the time of...
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R eviews
I actually began looking at this pdf. It is actually rally interesting throgh reading time period. You will not really feel
monotony at at any time of your respective time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you ask me).
-- B r a ya n Mohr Sr .
A superior quality publication along with the font used was fascinating to learn. I have read through and i also am
certain that i am going to going to go through yet again again in the future. Your life period will likely be enhance the
instant you total reading this publication.
-- Donnie R ice
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But his mother found it within herself to commit a brave and selfless act before she died: to cross the chasm of race and class in South
Africa and bring her ailing son to an AIDS hospice for white patients set up in an affluent section of the country's chapel. The hospice's
founder, Gail Johnson, agreed to take Nkosi in, and when the hospice went bankrupt shortly thereafter, she raised the boy as her own.
So began their journey together - a journey so incredible that by the time of Nkosi Johnson's death from AIDS, the work he had done in
his twelve years was such that his obitu Beautiful, sweet, sad story of a mother(Daphne)putting her child before herself, another
woman(Gail)strong and selfless, and a little, brave boy(Nkosi)that will live in my heart from this day forward. The story of these real life
people is woven within daunting statistics of the HIV/AIDS outbreak in Africa.Â I absolutely loved this book, and I was surprised how
much I learned while reading it. If you are interested in South African history, apartheid, or AIDS- I think this book has a lot to offer. Nkosi
Johnson's story really enhanced my understanding of the effect AIDS had on that area.Â Nkosi Johnson, young boy with AIDS, an
adopted mother with courage and passion takes on the AIDS crisis in South Africa. Tamale, Ghana. Recommended by Sadie Sharp.
The extraordinary story of the little South African boy whose bravery and fierce determination to make a difference despite being born
with AIDS has made him the human symbol of the world's fight against the disease, told by the veteran American journalist whose life he
changed. Five million more people contracted HIV last year alone. We've all seen the statistics, and they numb us; on some level our
minds shut down to a catastrophe of this scope. As with other such immense human tragedies in the past, it can take the story of one
special child's life to make us open our minds a

Mr. Wooten talked about his book We Are All The Same: A Story of a Boyâ€™s Courage and a Motherâ€™s Love, published by
Penguin Press. He also talked about his encounters with a South African boy named Nkosi Johnson who, born with AIDS, fought for
AIDS awareness until his death at age twelve. He also addressed the South African governmentâ€™s lack of an AIDS policy and the
steps he thinks need to be made to reverse the negative trend in Africa. After his presentation he responded to questions from members
of the audience.

This remarkable story of courage and love will warm your heart. Read more. 28 people found this helpful.Â As compelling as "Tuesday's
with Morrie," this book will leave the reader in a state of deep thought and introspect. "We Are All the Same" forces the reader to enter
an emotional state that opens the heart to the raw brutality of the consequences of AIDS and the unfortunate position that many
developed nations take as they turn a blind eye to what is commonly referred to as the "Dark Continent." Angela, PhD Candidate. 2.
DETAIL Author : Jim Wootenq Pages : 256 pagesq Publisher : Penguin USA 2005-11-03q Language : Englishq ISBN-10 : 0143035991q
ISBN-13 : 9780143035992q Description We are All the Same Nkosi Johnson, a South African boy born with AIDS, was given only a few
years to live, but his ailing mother crossed her country s divisions of race and class to bring. him to Gail Johnson who raised him for his
last year of life. Nkosi, in Nelson Mandela s words, was "an icon of the struggle for life." Full description We Are All The Same: A Story
of a Boy s Courage and a Mother s Love. 3. donwload la...Â Clipping is a handy way to collect important slides you want to go back to
later. Now customize the name of a clipboard to store your clips. Name*. Description. The extraordinary story of the little South African
boy whose bravery and fierce determination to make a difference despite being born with AIDS has made him the human symbol of the
world's fight against the disease, told by the veteran American journalist whose life he changed. Five million more people contracted HIV
last year alone. We've all seen the statistics, and they numb us; on some level our minds shut down to a catastrophe of this scope.Â
Written with the brevity and power of a parable, We Are All the Same is a book that is meant to be read by all of us, of all ages and walks
of life. Its beginning and ending are terribly sad, but in the middle is the extraordinarily inspiring story of a very unlucky little boy who
said, Never mind. I'm going to make my life matter. And he did. This young boy naturally becomes a part of the AIDS advocacy work in
which his family is so involved in Africa and does some remarkable work of his own. All around, an inspiring story that illustrates how
miracles are often borne of tragedy. ...more. flag 1 like Â· Like Â· see review. Dec 12, 2014 Deb Stern rated it really liked it. Beautiful,
sweet, sad story of a mother(Daphne)putting her child before herself, another woman(Gail)strong and selfless, and a little, brave
boy(Nkosi)that will live in my heart from this day forward. The story of these real life people is woven within daunting stati...Â We love,
we laugh, we hurt, we cry Dont be afraid of us. We are all the same."

Not all audiobooks have the same formats. Classic Audio: A human reading an audiobook without the text displayed. VOICEtext (H):
Human narrator with text that you can follow along with as it reads. VOICEtext (S): Synthetic voice with text you can follow along with as
it reads. ...th[is] story of one valiant little boy and his remarkable foster mother goes right to the heart. - - Kirkus Reviews, September 1,
2004. [Xolani Nkosi Johnson's] life may have been short, but his struggles and triumphs are unforgettable.Â As the youngster said so
eloquently: "We are all the same." Both Nkosi and his adopted mother-- she actually did not adopt him legally and, according to Wooten,
made every effort to see that he maintained a relationship with his birth family-- were heroes of the first order. (I kept wishing as I read
this book in one setting that Wooten had provided the reader with a photograph of Ms. Johnson.Â This remarkable story of courage and
love will warm your heart. Read more. 28 people found this helpful. 2. DETAIL Author : Jim Wootenq Pages : 256 pagesq Publisher :
Penguin USA 2005-11-03q Language : Englishq ISBN-10 : 0143035991q ISBN-13 : 9780143035992q Description We are All the Same
Nkosi Johnson, a South African boy born with AIDS, was given only a few years to live, but his ailing mother crossed her country s
divisions of race and class to bring. him to Gail Johnson who raised him for his last year of life. Nkosi, in Nelson Mandela s words, was
"an icon of the struggle for life." Full description We Are All The Same: A Story of a Boy s Courage and a Mother s Love. 3. donwload
la...Â Clipping is a handy way to collect important slides you want to go back to later. Now customize the name of a clipboard to store
your clips. Name*. Description. A Story of a Boy's Courage and a Mother's Love. by Jim Wooten. Hardcover, 243 pages, Penguin Group
USA, List Price: $19.95 |. purchase. close overlay. Buy Featured Book. Title. We Are All The Same. Subtitle. A Story of a Boy's Courage
and a Mother's Love. Author. Jim Wooten. Your purchase helps support NPR programming. How? Amazon. Independent Booksellers.
Book Summary.

But his mother found it within herself to commit a brave and selfless act before she died: to cross the chasm of race and class in South
Africa and bring her ailing son to an AIDS hospice for white patients set up in an affluent section of the country's chapel. The hospice's
founder, Gail Johnson, agreed to take Nkosi in, and when the hospice went bankrupt shortly thereafter, she raised the boy as her own.Â
In Jim Wooten's hands, We Are All The Same is a testament to the strength of the human spirit, even as it bears witness to the scope of
the tragedy that is unfolding in Africa and around the world, cutting down millions of boys and girls like Nkosi Johnson before they can
reach their promise. The extraordinary story of the little South African boy whose bravery and fierce determination to make a difference
despite being born with AIDS has made him the human symbol of the world's fight against the disease, told by the veteran American
journalist whose life he changed. Five million more people contracted HIV last year alone. We've all seen the statistics, and they numb
us; on some level our minds shut down to a catastrophe of this scope.Â Written with the brevity and power of a parable, We Are All the
Same is a book that is meant to be read by all of us, of all ages and walks of life. Its beginning and ending are terribly sad, but in the
middle is the extraordinarily inspiring story of a very unlucky little boy who said, Never mind. I'm going to make my life matter. And he
did. Beautiful, sweet, sad story of a mother(Daphne)putting her child before herself, another woman(Gail)strong and selfless, and a little,
brave boy(Nkosi)that will live in my heart from this day forward. The story of these real life people is woven within daunting statistics of
the HIV/AIDS outbreak in Africa.Â Delivering a monumental, moving speech in which he stated "We are all the same, we are not
different from one another. But the story of the courageous young Nkosi puts a face on the pandemic and in a small way brings it home
to all of us. As the youngster said so eloquently: "We are all the same." Both Nkosi and his adopted mother-- she actually did not adopt
him legally and, according to Wooten, made every effort to see that he maintained a relationship with his birth family-- were heroes of
the first order. (I kept wishing as I read this book in one setting that Wooten had provided the reader with a photograph of Ms. Johnson. I
wanted to put a face on Nkosi's adopted "angel" mother.&...Â This remarkable story of courage and love will warm your heart. Read
more. 28 people found this helpful. You might also like similar books to We Are All The Same: A Story Of A Boy's Courage And A
Mother's Love, like Say You're One Of Them 0. Say You're One Of Them Book by Uwem Akpan 0.

